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WASHINGTON: The United States and Western 
allies sought to cripple Russia’s banking sector and 
currency Saturday with an extraordinary set of 
sanctions punishing Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine. 
Taking measures unprecedented against a country 
of Russia’s size and international stature, the allies 
cut selected banks from the SWIFT system, render-
ing them isolated from the rest of the world. They 
hobbled the Russian central bank’s ability to use 
reserves to support the already sinking ruble, which 
a senior US official said will now “go into freefall.” 

And they warned that a task force will “hunt 
down” the “yachts, jets, fancy cars and luxury 
homes” owned around the world by oligarchs in 
President Vladimir Putin’s ultra-wealthy inner circle, 
the US official said. The measures were backed by 
the United States, Canada, the European 
Commission, Britain, France, Germany and Italy. In a 
symbolic gesture likely to resonate in Moscow, 
which has been counting on European divisions to 
dilute Western fury over its Ukraine invasion, the 
stunning news was first delivered from Europe. 

Far exceeding others imposed against Russia 
during Putin’s two decades’ long grip on power, the 
sanctions came as the Russian military stepped up 
its bloody, multi-pronged assault against Kyiv and 
other Ukrainian cities. Putin says the invasion is 
meant to restore control over a country that was 
long dominated by Russia but now wants to join 
Western institutions. 

The group of world powers said in a statement it 
was “resolved to continue imposing costs on Russia 

that will further isolate Russia from the international 
financial system and our economies.” 

“We stand with the Ukrainian people in this dark 
hour. Even beyond the measures we are announcing 
today, we are prepared to take further measures to 
hold Russia to account for its attack on Ukraine,” 
the statement said.  

Meanwhile, Japan will join Western nations in 
removing selected Russian banks from the SWIFT 
messaging system, the country’s prime minister said 
yesterday, piling further pressure on Moscow over 
its invasion of Ukraine. “In what was released this 
morning by the Western nations, steps are taken to 
isolate Russia from the international financial sys-
tem and the world economy including exclusion of 
specific Russian banks from SWIFT,” Prime 
Minister Fumio Kishida said. 

“Western nations have requested Japan partici-
pate. Japan will join this initiative,” he added. 

SWIFT’s messaging system allows banks to 
communicate rapidly and securely about transac-
tions, and cutting Russia off would cripple its trade 
with most of the world. 

Embattled Ukrainian President Volodymyr 
Zelensky on Saturday once again asked the interna-
tional community to sever Russia from the SWIFT 
system. Kishida’s government has already 
announced a series of joint sanctions against 
Moscow, targeting financial institutions and semi-
conductor exports, working with its partners in the 
Group of Seven. In addition to $100 million in loans 
already offered to Ukraine, Kishida said Tokyo 

would offer another $100 million in emergency 
humanitarian aid. 

 
 ‘Paralyze’ Russian central bank  

Earlier this week, Western nations imposed an 
initial raft of sanctions, including personally against 
Putin and his foreign minister Sergei Lavrov. They 
also targeted the biggest Russian banks and effec-
tively stopped energy-rich Russia’s prized new 
export pipeline for natural gas, known as Nord 
Stream 2. 

Saturday’s measures now mean that “Russia has 
become a global economic and financial pariah,” 
said the senior US official, who asked not to be 
named. He noted that Moscow’s stock market had 
suffered its worst week on record and that the ruble 
was at a historic low against the dollar. 

“Putin’s government is getting kicked off the 
international financial system.” 

Cut from SWIFT, the chosen Russian banks will 
not be able to conduct transactions without going 
back in time and using a fax machine or a telephone 
in every single instance-effectively bringing their 
commerce beyond Russia to a halt. For now the 
SWIFT measure covers only part of the Russian 
banking network but could be expanded, the 
German government’s spokesman said in a state-
ment. “This is intended to cut off these institutions 
from international financial flows, which will mas-
sively restrict their global operations,” the 
spokesman said. Restrictions on the Russian central 
bank aim to prevent the government from using its 

massive foreign currency reserves to prop up the 
falling ruble. “Russia has to be able to sell those 
reserves and buy rubles to support its currency,” 
but “without being able to buy the ruble from 
Western financial institutions... the ruble will fall 
even further,” the US official said. “That means the 
Russian central bank can’t support the ruble, full 
stop.” European Commission chief Ursula von der 
Leyen said this will “paralyze” the Russian central 
bank. 

 
‘Only Putin can decide’  

The phenomenon of wealthy Russians safeguard-
ing their fortunes in luxury assets across the West, 
often in chic areas of Europe, will also come under 
attack. The so-called golden passport system to 
obtain European citizenship will be scrapped, while 
a US-EU “task force” will seek to identify and 
freeze hidden riches. Putin allies will find themselves 
barred from foreign luxuries, including “their ability 
to send their kids to fancy colleges in the West,” the 
US official said. 

The Western allies said in their statement that 
they also intend to coordinate against disinforma-
tion and other forms of “hybrid warfare” that Putin 
has used in his increasingly dangerous confronta-
tion with the West. The US official said more sanc-
tions were being considered and that all depended 
on Russia’s next moves in Ukraine. 

“This is Putin’s war of choice,” the official said. 
“Only Putin can decide how much more cost he is 
willing to bear.”  — AFP
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MOSCOW: The United States and Western allies sought to cripple Russia’s banking sector and currency 
Saturday with an extraordinary set of sanctions punishing Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine.

WASHINGTON: Google on Saturday became the lat-
est US tech giant to prevent Russian state media from 
earning money on its platforms in response to 
Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine. 

It follows similar moves by its YouTube subsidiary 
and Facebook. “In response to the war in Ukraine, we 
are pausing Google monetization of Russian state-
funded media across our platforms,” a Google 
spokesperson said in a statement. 

“We’re actively monitoring new developments and 
will take further steps if necessary.” 

The move was revealed hours after YouTube 
announced it would block certain Russian media chan-
nels from monetizing their videos, among other restric-
tions. “In light of extraordinary circumstances in 
Ukraine, we’re taking a number of actions,” a YouTube 
spokesperson said in a statement. 

“Our teams have started to pause the ability for 
certain channels to monetize on YouTube, including 

RT’s YouTube channels globally,” the spokesperson 
said, referring to the Russian state-funded news outlet. 
YouTube channels earn money through ads that 
appear when users watch their videos. 

On Friday, Facebook also said it was banning 
Russian state media from running ads and monetizing 
through its platform. Nations around the globe issued 
broad sanctions against Russian businesses, banks and 
officials after Moscow invaded Ukraine on Thursday. 
“As always, our teams are continuing to monitor close-
ly for new developments, including evaluating what any 
new sanctions and export controls may mean for 
YouTube,” the platform’s spokesperson said. 

In addition to restricting monetization, YouTube 
added it would limit recommendations to the same 
channels and is “continuing to actively surface authori-
tative news content” in Russia- and Ukraine-related 
search results. 

Videos from RT and a number of other channels will 
also be “restricted” by YouTube, the company said. At 
the beginning of February, Germany banned RT, which 
prompted Russia to close the Moscow bureau of 
German media outlet Deutsche Welle. RT, created in 
2005 under the name “Russia Today,” is regularly 
accused by Western authorities of contributing to dis-
information. 

YouTube noted that over the past few days it has 
removed hundreds of channels, including some for 
“coordinated deceptive practices,” the term the com-
pany uses for disinformation. 

 Facebook on Friday restricted Russian state 
media’s ability to earn money on the social media plat-
form as Moscow’s invasion of neighboring Ukraine 
reached the streets of Kyiv. 

“We are now prohibiting Russian state media from 
running ads or monetizing on our platform anywhere in 
the world,” Nathaniel Gleicher, the social media giant’s 
security policy head, said on Twitter. He added that 
Facebook would “continue to apply labels to additional 
Russian state media.” Facebook’s parent company 
Meta said earlier Friday that Russia would hit its serv-
ices with restrictions after it refused authorities’ order 
to stop using fact-checkers and content warning labels 
on its platforms. Social media networks have become 
one of the fronts in Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, home 
to sometimes misleading information but also real-time 
monitoring of a quickly developing conflict that marks 
Europe’s biggest geopolitical crisis in decades. — AFP
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Russian media 
monetization  
across platformsKYIV: Elon Musk said Saturday his company 

SpaceX’s Starlink satellite broadband service 
had been activated in Ukraine, after a Kyiv offi-
cial urged the tech titan to provide his embat-
tled country with stations. “Starlink service is 
now active in Ukraine,” Musk tweeted, adding 
“more terminals en route.” 

The tweet came some 10 hours after 
Ukrainian Minister of Digital Transformation 
Mykhailo Fedorov urged Musk to provide 
Starlink services to Ukraine, days after it was 
invaded by neighboring Russia. 

“While you try to colonize Mars-Russia try 
to occupy Ukraine! While your rockets suc-
cessfully land from space-Russian rockets 
attack Ukrainian civil people! We ask you to 
provide Ukraine with Starlink stations,” 
Fedorov tweeted at Musk. He also called on the 
billionaire “to address sane Russians to stand” 
against their government’s invasion. — AFp 
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WASHINGTON: The uncertainty created 
by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and its 
impact on the global economy is piling more 
complexity onto the US central bank’s 
already tough fight to contain rising prices. 
Soaring energy and food costs have pushed 
inflation in the world’s largest economy to 
the highest pace in four decades, and the 
Federal Reserve is poised to raise the bench-
mark borrowing rate in March to put out the 
fire. But while the Russia-Ukraine conflict is 
driving oil prices even higher, it also threat-
ens to undercut the economic recovery from 
the COVID-19 pandemic. 

“It just makes a time that was always 
going to be challenging all the more so,” 
Erica Goshen, a former senior Fed official, 
told AFP. 

Fed policymakers will be “watching the 
data very carefully. It throws a few more 
considerations into the pot,” said Goshen, 
senior economic advisor at Cornell 

University’s School of Industrial and Labor 
Relations. Crude prices briefly topped $100 
a barrel on Thursday after Russia launched 
its invasion, the first time it passed that 
benchmark since 2014. And wheat prices also 
could spike, as Ukraine is one of the top 
global exporters of the grain. 

The Fed slashed the benchmark lending 
rate to zero at the start of the pandemic, and 
flooded the financial system with cash in an 
effort to stave off a severe recession. 

Together with massive federal spending 
programs, that effort was largely successful: 
the economy bounced back quickly, with 
growth of seven percent in 2021. 

But high demand, supply chain snarls and 
labor shortages have combined to push the 
Fed’s preferred inflation index to 6.1 percent 
in the year ended in January, far above the 
two percent target. 

To contain the wave of price increases for 
energy, housing, cars and food, Fed officials 
for weeks have been preparing financial mar-
kets for coming rate hikes, hoping to engi-
neer the elusive “soft landing” and avoid tip-
ping the economy into recession. 

Fed officials typically stick to generalities 
and hints, leaving markets to interpret their 
exact meaning, but in an unusually direct 
speech Thursday, Fed board member 

Christopher Waller said there could be a 
“strong case” for a half-point increase in the 
benchmark lending rate in the first hike next 
month, twice the usual move. 

But the situation in Ukraine could change 
his thinking before the March 15-16 meeting 
of the policy-setting Federal Open Markets 
Committee (FOMC). 

“Front-loading” a half-point increase 
“would help convey the Committee’s deter-
mination to address high inflation,” he said. 
“Of course, it is possible that the state of the 
world will be different in the wake of the 
Ukraine attack, and that may mean that a 
more modest tightening is appropriate, but 
that remains to be seen.” Goshen said some 
of this “tough talk” was to convince markets 
the Fed is serious, and to begin to move mar-
ket rates and cool inflation pressures without 
being overly aggressive. — AFP 

War complicates  
Fed’s inflation  
fighting effortMOSCOW: Sanctions to limit 

Russia’s access to tech components 
like semiconductors may temporarily 
hobble its defense industry, but ana-
lysts said they risk boomeranging on 
the West if Russia withholds key raw 
materials. Such a move risks pushing 
Moscow to rely more on China, which 
will further reduce the West’s lever-
age. 

The sanctions the West adopted on 
Russia over its invasion of Ukraine 
have mostly targeted the financial 
sector, but some have begun to limit 
its access to high-tech components. 

Japan, which is home to industrial 
giant Fujitsu, said Friday it will block 
exports to Russia of “general-purpose 
goods such as semiconductors”. 

While the EU is still considering 
what steps to take, the United States 
imposed on Thursday a ban that tar-
gets the defense and aerospace sec-

tors and includes semiconductors, 
computers, telecommunications, infor-
mation security equipment, lasers, and 
sensors. 

The United States can impose its 
decisions beyond its borders by 
threatening to shut recalcitrant com-
panies and countries off from access 
to key US technology. 

That is what the Trump administra-
tion did in 2019 when it banned 
Chinese smartphone maker Huawei 
from using semiconductors and soft-
ware that use US technology. 
Taiwanese semiconductor manufac-
turer TSMC, which was a major sup-
plier of chips to Huawei, had to cut off 
supplies as it used US technology in 
their manufacturing. Huawei had to 
turn to Chinese chip manufacturers, 
which didn’t have the capacity to 
build semiconductors with as much 
processing power. — AFP 

Tech sanctions a 
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